This paper describes an automatic recognition approach for facial expression from nearly front view face image. This work has two contributions. The first is a method for adaptively generating the initial model for Active Appearance Models (AAM) fitting, which allows the facial features under large variation to be detected more accuracy. The second is the introduction of a set of hybrid expression features, which consist of geometric features, AAM shape and appearance parameters. These features can be optimized when adopting quadratic mutual information (QMI) feature selection method. The experimental results on CAS-PEAL facial expression database show that by using support vector machine (SVM) classifier, the proposed method can achieve the recognition rate of 87.33%.
expression recognition which includes: face detection, facial expression feature extraction and facial feature classification. After face detection, the accurate localization of facial features is very important to feature extraction, and is the essential step in full automatic recognition system. In the literature, most researches focused on the aspect of feature extraction, which assumed the facial feature is located accurately. However, facial feature localization still remains a challenging task. To date, the most effective method of facial feature localization is the adaptive appearance models (AAM) proposed by Cootes et al [4] , which can automatically detect the contours of face structures and describe the facial shape and appearance by a set of parameters. Inputting these parameters into a classifier can achieve face recognition or expression analysis. The original AAM algorithm cannot precisely detect the feature points of the faces which have large differences to the mean appearance of training set. Batur and Hayes [5] presented adaptive appearance models, which can extract face feature points under illumination change. However, the model cannot handle the situation of large variation of expression. For the AAM based feature extraction, Zuo et al [6] used pose and appearance parameters as the expression features. Abbound et al [7] utilized Fisher discrimination function to reduce the dimensions of appearance parameters, and achieve nearly the same recognition rate compared to the original AAM. The aforementioned features do not relate to the description of face shape. However, the variation of spatial relationship of face organs is crucial to expression recognition [8] . In addition, not all the extracted features can contribute to expression recognition. To improve the recognition accuracy, one should utilize feature selection method to learn an optimal feature set [9] .
To resolve these mentioned problems, the paper first introduces an adaptive method to tune the scale of the initial model of AAM, which allows improving the localization accuracy of feature points and making the extracted features more reliable. Then, we point out that AAM shape and appearance parameters can describe the variation of expression, and summarize the geometry feature of facial expression. By extracting these features as hybrid feature set, and by utilizing quadratic mutual information (QMI) [10] to select a suboptimum feature set, with support vector machine (SVM), the recognition experiment on CAS-PEAL facial expression database [11] shows that the proposed method can remarkably reduce the feature dimensions, meanwhile improve the recognition rate.
2.Material and methods
The paper designs a full automatic facial expression recognition framework including five steps: face detection, face feature localization, feature extraction, feature selection and facial expression classification. The flow chart is shown in Figure 1 . 
2.1.Facial expression database

2.2.Face detection based on AdaBoost framework
To date, the most famous algorithm of face detection is the cascade AdaBoost framework proposed by Viola and Jones [12] . The key idea of the method is to train a strong classifier to discriminate between face patches and backgrounds. For detection, the sliding window approach is utilized to traverse all the positions in an image, and judges if the current window contains a face or not. This approach is fast and accurate, so, the paper directly uses this method to detect the face from an image.
2.3.Face feature localization based on AAM
The localization procedure is consisted of two components: appearance modeling and model fitting. Among them, the modeling process utilizing the classic principle component analysis (PCA) which consisting three steps: shape modeling, texture modeling and appearance modeling. Therefore, AAM can represent an image using only a few parameters. Given the appearance parameter a c , the corresponding pose transformation parameter s g and the texture normalization parameter t g , a face image can be synthesized. The basic idea of AAM fitting is iteratively optimizing the appearance parameter a c to make the best match between the model appearance and the input image. As a result, the automatic localization and extraction of facial feature points can be achieved. To resolve this non-linear optimization problem, the gradient descent algorithm based on iterative optimize is utilized. To improve the efficiency and robustness of this algorithm, this work adopted a multi-resolution model based on Gaussian pyramid (three layers) [4] [5] to perform the fitting process. In this process, we treated the location of model in lower resolution as the initial position in the higher resolution.
The fitting result is very sensitive to the initial position of the model. In order to overcome this problem and shorten the fitting time, most researches [6] adopt eye's locations to constrain the initial position of AAM model. However, in the situation of some large variation expressions (e.g. surprise), because of its large shape variation, the AAM model still cannot converge correctly, as shown in Figure 2 (a). According to our experience, when the lower bound of the chin of the initial model is lower than that of the ground truth, the localization accuracy is better than only using the eye's position to initial the model. Based on this consideration, we introduce a method to adaptively generate the initial model for AAM fitting, which consists of the following steps:
Using horizontal projection and vertical projection to obtain the position of the face in the approximate face region which detected by AdaBoost algorithm. Then get the y-axis of the lowest point Y1 of the chin. When initialization, do not tune the pose parameter. Then obtaining the y-axis of the lowest point Y2 of the model. Changing the relationship of Y1 and Y2 through scaling (with a scale of 5% 10% …) of the initial model to make: a. Y2 Y1 (the lowest point of the model is lower than that of the ground truth); b. Y2-Y1 k (k=2 pixels). As can be seen from Figure 2 (a), we can hardly recognize the man's expression, whereas in Figure 2(b) , we can judge it as surprise. 
2.4.Hybrid feature extraction
Based on the traditional AAM appearance features [6] [7], we consider that the face image can be synthesized when the shape parameter varies in range of ) ,..., 2 , 1 ( 3 k i . So the shape parameter can represent the variation of expression, where is the eigenvalue of the corresponding feature vector. For computational efficiency, this paper set both of the dimensions of shape and appearance features as 40, as shown in Table . We know that the variation of expression is caused by the shrinking of the muscle which brings the deformation of the facial organs. As a result, the feature distances between facial organs are changed. Consider the structure characteristic of the six expression prototype given by Gao et al [8] , the geometry description of the shape and structure of the facial organs can be used to classify the facial expression. According to the facial feature points defined by AAM, this paper extracted 11 geometry features, as shown in Table . Notice that in these 11 features, D5 D10 should be normalized (divide the distance between two eyes). 
2.5.QMI feature selection
This paper extracts three feature sets which have 40, 40 and 11 dimensions, respectively. Among them, AC and SC are obtained by PCA transformation. However, PCA is an unsupervised method. They do not use any information relate to categories: the maximal eigen vector corresponding to the maximal eigen value can only represent the common information of all the samples, but not the categories. Hence, we cannot ensure that every feature is helpful to classification. Moon and Philips [13] found that the changing of the number of PCA feature vector will influence the performance of face recognition. To confirm an optimum feature set, feature selection is needed. Recently, mutual information developed very fast in feature selection community. This paper hence utilized QMI [10] method to select suboptimum feature set.
Based on the second-order Renyi entropy, Torkkola [10] presented the QMI metric of continuous random variable x and y, dxdy
where p is the probability distribution function, ) , ( y x p is joint probability density of x and y. the
is estimated by Parzen window. Hence, the QMI between feature vector x and category y can be obtained.
Under the QMI criterion, given the reserved number of feature vectors, we utilized the backward elimination method to select the features. The basis ideas is: first, set all the feature vectors as the feature set, then, eliminate a feature to make the QMI between the remaining feature set x and category y is maximize. We first computed the QMI of AC and SC, respectively. The results reserved 8 features in AC to obtain AC', and reserved 9 features in SC to obtain SC'. Then, integrated AC' and SC' and computed QMI to reserve 10 features. Finally, these 10 features were combined with geometry features Di, and computed QMI. The resulted QMI curve is shown in Figure 3 . Notice that 14 dimensions have the highest value of QMI. 
3.Result and Discussion
3.1.Precision of feature points localization
To estimate the AAM localization precision, we compute the shape error and texture error. The former is the mean distances of the obtained shape points and ground truth, which is defined in equation (2) . The later is the mean intensity difference between the synthesized face image and ground truth. Obviously, the performance of the features selected by QMI is better than the overall feature set. This demonstrates that QMI is effective when using to expression feature selection. In addition, 14 features inputted into SVM can achieve a recognition result of 87.33%, which shows that SVM represents good performance in expression recognition. To compare the results to other methods, we follow the method proposed in [6] . Several experiments on CAS-PEAL expression database (the training set and testing set used are the same as this paper, and do not tune the initial model) show the mean recognition rate is 54.5%. Furthermore, the recognition rate obtained by the paper is higher than that obtained by our former method [14] (the recognition rate is 83.33%).
4.Conclusion
This paper discussed two key steps in automatic facial expression recognition: feature localization and feature extraction. We proposed an adaptive initialization method for AAM model, which is more fit to the localization of feature points in expression variation face image. We proposed a hybrid feature set which consists of AAM shape features, appearance features and geometry features, and we demonstrated that by using QMI to select a suboptimum feature set, the finally obtained 14 features inputting into a SVM classifier can achieve a promising recognition result.
